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This Little Light of Ours 
!

! In The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe, by C.S. 
Lewis,  Lucy stumbles into a new world quite unexpectedly; 
“she stood looking at it, wondering why there was a lamppost 
in the middle of a wood and wondering what to do next…”   
! C.S. Lewis argues that “imagination is the organ of 
meaning,” which we can assume is why he inserted a 
lamppost into a wintery forest.  So, it leaves one asking 
“why?” and “what should I do next?”  We are called Lamppost 
Farm because we want to offer people a reimagined way of 
living. With the vision of flourishing and contagious 
relationships, we invite people into life at the farm, and hope 
they begin to ask meaningful questions about their lives, the 
culture and the Creator of it all. !
!  This summer, with the help of our interns and a few 
friends from The Pittsburgh Project, we installed a visible 
symbol of our mission, an actual lamppost. We hope to see 
you soon, just beyond the lamppost!!!!!
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JUST BEYOND THE LAMPPOST 
stories from the farm 

"For Christians, calling does not fundamentally begin with questions about ourselves but about God.  Like the Pevensie children in C.S. 
Lewis's Narnia chronicles, we will very likely find ourselves suddenly snatched from a known and comfortable world to another one, where 
extraordinary things are expected of us that seem far beyond our own talents and capabilities.  But as the Pevensies learn, what matters at 
those times is not so much what they bring to Narnia's moment of cultural crisis as that 'Aslan is on the move.'  If we believe that God is still 
on the move in human cultures, then our most basic questions have to be, What is God doing in our culture? What is his vision for the horizons of the 
possible and the impossible? Who are the poor who are having good news preached to them? Who are the powerful who are called to spend their power alongside 
the relatively powerless? Where is the impossible becoming the possible?" - Andy Crouch's, Culture Making, pg. 214
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Fighting Against the Froyo Life: Cultivating 
Reality as A Lamppost Intern by Risa Tillman 

 Ragan Sutterfield is a household name around here: for one, 
he came to speak at the Conference of Alternative Ministry that was 
held here in May. For two, his book Cultivating Reality: How the Soil 
Might Save Us is “optional” homework for the interns. In Cultivating 
Reality Sutterfield describes an American restlessness, a disease of 
an unsettled people who “are compelled to keep moving by a desire 
to see everything and do everything.” That is a familiar desire. I want 
to try everything and make sure I’m not missing out on something 
better. That’s what I love about self-serve frozen yogurt: I can sample 
every flavor, and then narrow it down to four that I put in my bowl, 
plus a little bit of every topping that looks appealing. I am so greedy! I 
want it all.  !
! The trappings of middle-class America make the world seem 
like a self-serve froyo shop. Try any flavor! Sample a few different 
dreams and careers, see what fits best! We are blessed by abundant 
opportunity, but cursed because it pulls our desires in countless 
different directions. As Sutterfield says, “this leaves us free to pursue 
happiness, but not sure what happiness actually is.” As the subtitle of 
the book suggests, Sutterfield finds resolution in the soil, particularly 
in agrarianism, which he describes as “a habit of mind formed through 
the understanding that our lives are dependent upon the soil”. Partly, 
glimpsing that “habit of mind” is what drew me to Lamppost.  I wanted 
to know what it might look like to live a life that is mindful of our 
dependence on the soil. !
! Dependence on the soil, in Sutterfield’s eyes, is potentially 
therapeutic for the disease of restlessness. Sutterfield writes,“This 
[unsettled] condition is always telling us that life will be better 
elsewhere… So we move and move and move again. This is how we 
begin to miss the depths of the world that take time to see, that 
require patience and settledness. Agrarianism offers us a way out of 
unsettledness. The agricultural way of life forces us to stay put, to 
wait and see what might appear from beneath the soil.”  "
" Agrarianism requires patience of us, it requires that we be 
attentive to the world around us and reliant on forces we cannot 
control.  It seems worth it to stay put, to settle down in patience and 
humility. I’m practicing that “staying put” during the year I’m at the 
farm. And do you know what’s crazy? I can already feel roots 
reaching out from my feet, and grabbing hold of the soil beneath me.!!

Taste the Relationship: 
Looking Back at a Year 
Beyond the Lamppost !

by Stephen Milliken 

There wasn’t a day that went by at 
Lamppost when we weren’t 
engaging with God’s good 
creation, whether it was the soil, 
the animals, the machines, or 
other people. Unfortunately, when 
people think of these interactions, 
we tend to think of them as one-
sided.  We believe without much 
critical thinking that we work with 
raw material or dumb animals and, 
through our work, give worth to 
them. But that is far from the truth! 
What I found at Lamppost is that 
tilling up soil changes me, carrying 
a weakened calf to get it the milk it 
desperately needs affects me, 
cutting wood to customize our own 
lumber is forming me. Our 
engagement with all of creation is 
a reciprocal relationship—both 
parties are affected for good or ill. 
We are constantly forming and 
being formed, which is God’s 
intention. When we engage 
directly in this way with the 
creation, and when both parties 
are changed by that relationship, 
something amazing happens to 
the fruits of that labor and love. In 
everything from the mint tea to the 
fried chicken to the apple butter, 
you can taste the relationship.  !!
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A Real Game-Changer: Conferences, Communion, and “Kinetic Tilt”  by Deanna Briody#
 This past May, we held Lamppost Farm’s FIRST Conference for Alternative Ministry. It was a weekend 
full of exciting conversation, valuable teaching, and true fellowship—bookended by two powerful experiences.  !

I started as an intern on the farm just a week before the Conference, and it was a whirlwind of activity 
and somewhat frantic preparation in the days leading up to our first guests. We were mostly trying to make a 
space for people to feel at home here, and that meant everything from mowing the inside of the greenhouse, to 
setting up tables and chairs, to cooking full meals in advance, alongside the everyday chores of moving cows 
and feeding chickens and such. It was good work, I was sure of it, but the whole time I felt plagued by anxiety 
and restlessness. It was all so new. Is this really the place for me? Could I really belong here? I thought.!

Bret Maverich, a friend of the farm, opened the conference Friday evening for the thirty or so guests 
that had come. As he began to speak, I felt my restless heart even out a bit.  But then he started talking directly 
to me. Not really, of course, but he may as well have. Bret talked about his first days on the farm, a few years 
ago, being an experience of “kinetic tilt.” In other words, that upside down became right side up. He said 
“kinetic tilt” is the most valuable experience for us to have, that our comfortable perspective must be shaken in 
order to create a readiness for us to meet the living Messiah. Perspective shaken, huh? Got that much down, I 
thought. But could the restless anxiety I’d been feeling really be readying me to meet Christ in a deeper way? I 
wasn’t sure if I bought it.  !

The Conference 
continued Saturday to fill 
my mind with racing 
thoughts—thoughts about 
“kinetic tilt,” unfamiliarity, 
and the months ahead. To 
end the Conference on 
Sunday morning, the farm 
community worshipped 
with all the guests who’d 
spent the weekend 
learning and growing 
together. It was an 
amazing, beautiful time of 
communion with one 
another and with God. We 
broke bread and offered 
each other the body and 
blood of Christ, and in 
that simple, profound act 
of communal obedience, 
the Lord’s movement was 
hard to deny. A neighbor 
of the farm said it best 
when he muttered, awe-
struck, “This is a game-
changer.”!

It was a game-changer for me, too. It was a reminder that I would not be left to my own devices to 
figure it all out. Just as Bret said, the Messiah wanted to meet me here in the newness and unfamiliarity. 
Frankly, that weekend was only the start. Since then, my perspective has not only been shaken, it’s been 
shattered and scattered and space has been cleared inside me, making room for encounters with the Great 
Lion.!

My feet are finally getting used to farm shoes, but I’m far from regaining any sort of steadiness in how I 
see the world. I still feel…tilted. But I’m grateful for the tilt, and no longer afraid of it. Really, it’s part of the goal 
of Lamppost, that everyday experiences on the farm would cause major shifts in how people see the world. 
Mission accomplished, Lamppost; or should I say, mission currently accomplishing.
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Unexpected Gifts 

In May a group of college students 
spent their first days of summer 
stretching plastic over a greenhouse, 
finishing a woodshed, and sharing 
laughter-filled meals around the dining 
room table here at the farm. We 
received an email from one of those 
students a few weeks later. Here is 
some of what she wrote:!

My experiences on your farm were not 
at all of what I was expecting. I thought 
we were going to be doing usual farm 
work, such as milking cows, tending to 
the chickens, weeding gardens - typical 
farm labor - and we did do our share of 
that (which I had a lot of fun 
doing...strangely... :) but we did so 
much more than that; I was not 
expecting to do woodworking or 
working on a greenhouse let alone 
MOVING one! I love your alternative 
method of farming because it’s so 
refreshing to see cows actually eating 
grass just as they were made to do! 
But the best part of the experience was 
sitting down and having meals 
together. I think this is what is lacking 
from a lot of volunteer experiences that 
I have done. We do the service for 
whomever we're helping and then that 
is it. We don't interact beyond the task 
and end up missing the meaning 
behind why we're doing the service 
work - to build a relationship with God 
through His people. So thank you so 
much for opening up your home, your 
farm, and your family so that our Mount 
Aloysius group could experience the 
joy and wonders of what God has in 
store for each of us.
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